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Agendas and Instability in American Politics, Second Edition Nov 28 2019 When Agendas and Instability in American Politics appeared fifteen years ago, offering a profoundly original account
of how policy issues rise and fall on the national agenda, the Journal of Politics predicted that it would “become a landmark study of public policy making and American politics.” That prediction
proved true and, in this long-awaited second edition, Bryan Jones and Frank Baumgartner refine their influential argument and expand it to illuminate the workings of democracies beyond the
United States. The authors retain all the substance of their contention that short-term, single-issue analyses cast public policy too narrowly as the result of cozy and dependable arrangements among
politicians, interest groups, and the media. Jones and Baumgartner provide a different interpretation by taking the long view of several issues—including nuclear energy, urban affairs, smoking, and
auto safety—to demonstrate that bursts of rapid, unpredictable policy change punctuate the patterns of stability more frequently associated with government. Featuring a new introduction and two
additional chapters, this updated edition ensures that their findings will remain a touchstone of policy studies for many years to come.
Agenda Setting and Public Policy in Africa Nov 08 2020 Examines how decision makers have managed and mismanaged public policy issues in sub-Saharan Africa. It analyses the neglected issue
of how ideas about public policy are generated, by whom and for what purpose. Persistent problems such as political instability, environmental pollution, famine, hunger, desertification, rent-seeking
and incessant intra-conflicts across the continent are explored in a systematic and structured manner.
The Role of Governments in Legislative Agenda Setting Apr 25 2022 Setting the agenda for parliament is the most significant institutional weapon for governments to shape policy outcomes,
because governments with significant agenda setting powers, like France or the UK, are able to produce the outcomes they prefer, while governments that lack agenda setting powers, such as the
Netherlands and Italy in the beginning of the period examined, see their projects significantly altered by their Parliaments. With a strong comparative framework, this coherent volume examines
fourteen countries and provides a detailed investigation into the mechanisms by which governments in different countries determine the agendas of their corresponding parliaments. It explores the
three different ways that governments can shape legislative outcomes: institutional, partisan and positional, to make an important contribution to legislative politics. It will be of interest to students
and scholars of comparative politics, legislative studies/parliamentary research, governments/coalition politics, political economy, and policy studies.
Storable Votes Mar 01 2020 Storable votes allow the minority to win occasionally while treating every voter equally and increasing the efficiency of decision-making, without the need for external
knowledge of voters' preferences. This book complements the theoretical discussion with several experiments, showing that the promise of the idea is borne out by the data: the outcomes of the
experiments and the payoffs realized match very closely the predictions of the theory.

Agenda Setting in a 2.0 World Sep 30 2022 This volume explores agenda-setting theory in light of changes in the media environment in the 21st century. In the decades since the original Chapel Hill
study that launched agenda-setting research, the theory has attracted the interest of scholars worldwide. Agenda Setting in a 2.0 World features the work of a new generation of scholars. The research
provided by these young scholars reflects two broad contemporary trends in agenda-setting: A centrifugal trend of research in the expanding media landscape and in domains beyond the original
focus on public affairs, and a centripetal trend further explicating agenda-setting’s core concepts.
Agenda-Setting Mar 13 2021 Agenda-Setting asks who sets the agenda that brings social problems into the public arena, on to the policy agenda and, finally, to a change of policy. It provides
important practical and theoretical insight into the agenda-setting process.
An Integrated Approach to Communication Theory and Research Jun 23 2019 This volume provides an overview of communication study, offering theoretical coverage of the broad scope of
communication study as well as integrating theory with research. To explicate the integration process, the chapter contributors -- experts in their respective areas -- offer samples in the form of
hypothetical studies, published studies, or unpublished research, showing how theory and research are integrated in their particular fields. The book will appeal to graduate students and faculty
members who want a thorough overview of not only the field, but also sample research stemming from its various component parts.
Public Opinion Apr 13 2021 A penetrative study of democratic theory and the role of citizens in a democracy, this classic by a two-time Pulitzer Prize-winner offers a prescient view of the media's
function in shaping public perceptions.
The Formation of Campaign Agendas May 03 2020 This unusual volume seeks to accomplish three related goals: * to assess the extent and limits of media power in election campaigns * to
extend the concept of media agenda-setting to include the contributions of powerful news sources in the process of election agenda formation * to evaluate the impact of national system variables
(differences in political and media systems) on the balance of party and media forces in the formation of campaign agendas In the process, it searches for ways of measuring the discretionary power
of the media in electoral politics, testing this in terms of the relative ability of journalists and politicians to shape election campaign agendas.
Agenda-setting Dynamics in Canada Jul 25 2019 This book surveys the development of eight issues in Canada over a decade - AIDS, crime, the debt/deficit, the environment, inflation, national
unity, taxes, and unemployment - to explore how the salience of issues changes over time, and to examine why these changes are important to our understanding of everyday politics.".
The Power of Information Networks Dec 10 2020 The news media have significant influence on the formation of public opinion. Called the agenda-setting role of the media, this influence occurs
at three levels. Focusing public attention on a select few issues or other topics at any moment is level one. Emphasizing specific attributes of those issues or topics is level two. The Power of
Information Networks: The Third Level of Agenda Setting introduces the newest perspective on this influence. While levels one and two are concerned with the salience of discrete individual
elements, the third level offers a more comprehensive and nuanced perspective to explain media effects in this evolving media landscape: the ability of the news media to determine how the public
associates the various elements in these media messages to create an integrated picture of public affairs. This is the first book to detail the theoretical foundations, methodological approaches, and
international empirical evidence for this new perspective. Cutting-edge communication analytics such as network analysis, Big Data and data visualization techniques are used to examine these
third-level effects. Diverse applications of the theory are documented in political communication, public relations, health communication, and social media research. The Power of Information
Networks will interest scholars, students and practitioners concerned with the media and their social and cultural effects.
Setting Agendas in Cultural Markets May 15 2021 This book draws on agenda setting theory to examine how cultural organizations relate to media in order to increase their visibility, valence,
and eventually build their public image. Most organizations have a keen interest in their symbolic presence, as their media visibility influences public knowledge, perceptions and even behaviors.
Diminished public funding, in combination with the global proliferation of cultural entities, creates a competitive environment, leading to a transformation of cultural industries. In the book, several
questions are under scrutiny: How do cultural organizations acquire symbolic significance? How do they become prominent in media content? Which mechanisms and processes should be examined
by cultural managers as they set out to achieve salience? Is there a relationship between media and public salience? In other words, if an organization becomes symbolically prominent, in what ways
is the public influenced, both in terms of perceptions as well as behaviors?
Defining an Agenda for Poverty Reduction Jun 03 2020 "The First Asia and Pacific Forum on Poverty, the largest gathering of staff of the Asian Development Bank and other multilateral lending
institutions, addressed a plethora of themes related to poverty in Asia. This compilation of materials prepared for the forum discusses the broad strategic issues in poverty reduction in Asia and the
Pacific, especially macroeconomic policy and poverty reduction and the role of multilateral lending institutions. Also presented are the forumÆs efforts to foster good governance in the fight to
reduce poverty and the role of civil society and the private sector in poverty reduction efforts. Country-specific studies on poverty in Asia and the Pacific are addressed as well."
Setting the Agenda Nov 20 2021 News media strongly influence how we picture public affairs across the world, playing a significant and sometimes controversial role in determining which topics
are at the centre of public attention and action. Setting the Agenda, first published in 2004, has become the go-to textbook on this crucial topic. In this timely third edition, Maxwell McCombs – a
pioneer of agenda-setting research – and Sebastián Valenzuela – a senior scholar of agenda setting in Latin America – have expanded and updated the book for a new generation of students. In
describing the media's influence on what we think about and how we think about it, Setting the Agenda also examines the sources of media agendas, the psychological explanation for their impact on
the public agenda, and their consequences for attitudes, opinions and behaviours. New to this edition is a discussion of agenda setting in the widened media landscape, including a full chapter on
network agenda setting and a lengthened presentation on agenda melding. The book also contains expanded material on social media and the role of agenda setting beyond the realm of public affairs,
as well as a foreword from Donald L. Shaw and David H. Weaver, the co-founders of agenda-setting theory. This exciting new edition is an invaluable source for students of media, communications
and politics, as well as those interested in the role of news in shaping and directing public opinion.

Agenda Setting, the UN, and NGOs Jul 17 2021 In the mid-1990s, when the United Nations adopted positions affirming a woman's right to be free from bodily harm and to control her own
reproductive health, it was both a coup for the international women's rights movement and an instructive moment for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) seeking to influence UN decision
making. Prior to the UN General Assembly's 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Violence against Women and the 1994 decision by the UN's Conference on Population and
Development to vault women's reproductive rights and health to the forefront of its global population growth management program, there was little consensus among governments as to what
constituted violence against women and how much control a woman should have over reproduction. Jutta Joachim tells the story of how, in the years leading up to these decisions, women's
organizations got savvy--framing the issues strategically, seizing political opportunities in the international environment, and taking advantage of mobilizing structures--and overcame the cultural
opposition of many UN-member states to broadly define the two issues and ultimately cement women's rights as an international cause. Joachim's deft examination of the documents, proceedings,
and actions of the UN and women's advocacy NGOs--supplemented by interviews with key players from concerned parties, and her own participant-observation--reveals flaws in state-centered
international relations theories as applied to UN policy, details the tactics and methods that NGOs can employ in order to push rights issues onto the UN agenda, and offers insights into the factors
that affect NGO influence. In so doing, Agenda Setting, the UN, and NGOs departs from conventional international relations theory by drawing on social movement literature to illustrate how rights
groups can motivate change at the international level.
The New CIO Leader Jan 11 2021 As information technology becomes increasingly essential within organizations, the reputation and role of the CIO has been diminishing To regain credibility and
avoid obscurity, CIOs must take on a larger, more strategic role. Here is a blueprint for doing exactly that. This book shows how CIOs can bridge the gap between IT and the rest of the organization
and finally make IT a strategic advantage rather than a cost sink.
Setting the Agenda Aug 18 2021 Setting the Agenda describes the mass media’ssignificant and sometimes controversial role in determining whichtopics are at the centre of public attention and
action. In thisnew edition of his comprehensive book, Max McCombs, one of thefounding fathers of the agenda-setting tradition of research,extends his previous synthesis of hundreds of studies
carried outon this central role of the mass media in the shaping of publicopinion. Across the world, the mass media strongly influences how we picturepublic affairs. In describing this media
influence on what we thinkabout and how we think about it, Setting the Agenda alsodiscusses the sources of these media agendas, the psychologicalexplanation for their impact on the public agenda,
and thesubsequent consequences for attitudes, opinions and behaviour. Newto this edition, McCombs debates the role of the expanded medialandscape on agenda setting, the impact of the internet
on thepower of legacy media and the role of agenda setting beyond therealm of public affairs, This fully updated new edition will prove invaluable to students ofmedia, communications and politics,
as well as those interested inthe role of mass media in shaping and directing public opinion.
Setting the Agenda for Global Peace Mar 25 2022 Anna Snyder provides a detailed account of the challenges women representatives in non-governmental organizations (NGOs) faced in building
bridges across diverse ethnic, racial, national, regional, and ideological backgrounds at the 4th United Nations (UN) Conference on Women. This book traces the process by which women's peace
groups set an agenda for global policies in the area of women and armed conflict. Setting the Agenda for Global Peace shows how NGOs use conflict to develop transnational social movements and
to build consensus around issues of global concern. Using this conference as a case study, Snyder finds three purposes for social movement conflict: contention arising from policy development;
deep-rooted historical conflict; and conflicts over NGO network priorities. Drawing together feminist, conflict resolution, and social movement theories, this comprehensive text analyzes the large
scale decision making processes for NGOs and points towards future directions for conflict resolution and consensus building.
Setting the Agenda Nov 01 2022 Setting the Agenda describes the mass media’s significant and sometimes controversial role in determining which topics are at the centre of public attention and
action. Although Walter Lippman captured the essence of the media’s powerful influence early in the last century with his phrase, “the world outside and the pictures in our heads,” a detailed,
empirical elaboration of this agenda-setting role of the mass media did not begin until the final quarter of the 20th century. In this comprehensive book, Maxwell McCombs, one of the founding
fathers of agenda-setting tradition of research, synthesizes the hundreds of scientific studies carried out on this central role of the mass media in the shaping of public opinion. Across the world, the
mass media strongly influences what the pictures of public affairs "in our heads" are about. The mass media also influences the very details of those pictures. In addition to describing this media
influence on what we think about and how we think about it, Setting the Agenda also discusses the sources of these media agendas, the psychological explanation for their impact on the public
agenda, and the subsequent consequences for attitudes, opinions and behaviour.
Setting the Agenda Sep 26 2019 Demonstrates that the majority party seizes agenda control at nearly every stage of the legislative process.
The Politics of Agenda Setting Feb 09 2021 This title was first published in 2000. A timely look at the politics of agenda setting in relation to the car, under both the Conservative and Labour
governments since the late 1980s.
Communication and Democracy Dec 22 2021 First in a trilogy on Communication and Democracy. Also fits with Gonzenbach, Semetko, and Protess/MccOmbs. For grads and beyond in
journalism, poli comm, and mass comm.
The Role of Governments in Legislative Agenda Setting Oct 27 2019 With a strong comparative framework, this book examines fourteen countries with parliamentary or semi-presidential systems
of government to provide a detailed investigation into the mechanisms by which governments determine the agendas of their parliaments.
Setting the Agenda Dec 30 2019 News media strongly influence how we picture public affairs across the world, playing a significant and sometimes controversial role in determining which topics
are at the centre of public attention and action. Setting the Agenda, first published in 2004, has become the go-to textbook on this crucial topic. In this timely third edition, Maxwell McCombs – a
pioneer of agenda-setting research – and Sebastián Valenzuela – a senior scholar of agenda setting in Latin America – have expanded and updated the book for a new generation of students. In

describing the media's influence on what we think about and how we think about it, Setting the Agenda also examines the sources of media agendas, the psychological explanation for their impact on
the public agenda, and their consequences for attitudes, opinions and behaviours. New to this edition is a discussion of agenda setting in the widened media landscape, including a full chapter on
network agenda setting and a lengthened presentation on agenda melding. The book also contains expanded material on social media and the role of agenda setting beyond the realm of public affairs,
as well as a foreword from Donald L. Shaw and David H. Weaver, the co-founders of agenda-setting theory. This exciting new edition is an invaluable source for students of media, communications
and politics, as well as those interested in the role of news in shaping and directing public opinion.
The Engines of European Integration Oct 20 2021 This study of delegation and agency in the European Union, examines the role of supranational actors like the Commission, the Court of Justice,
and the European Parliament in the process of European integration and in contemporary EU governance.
Agenda Setting in the U.S. Senate Feb 21 2022 Proposes a new theory of Senate agenda setting that reconciles a divide in literature between the conventional wisdom – in which party power is
thought to be mostly undermined by Senate procedures and norms – and the apparent partisan bias in Senate decisions noted in recent empirical studies. Chris Den Hartog and Nathan W. Monroe's
theory revolves around a 'costly consideration' framework for thinking about agenda setting, where moving proposals forward through the legislative process is seen as requiring scarce resources. To
establish that the majority party pays lower agenda consideration costs through various procedural advantages, the book features a number of chapters examining partisan influence at several stages
of the legislative process, including committee reports, filibusters and cloture, floor scheduling and floor amendments. Not only do the results support the book's theoretical assumption and key
hypotheses, but they shed new light on virtually every major step in the Senate's legislative process.
The New Feminist Agenda Oct 08 2020 Looks at the current state of women's rights in the United States, highlighting the difficulty of juggling career and family, and focusing on the gap between
American women and women in other nations around the world.
Handbook of Public Policy Agenda Setting Jan 23 2022 Setting the agenda on agenda setting, this Handbook explores how and why private matters become public issues and occasionally
government priorities. It provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of the perspectives, individuals, and institutions involved in setting the government’s agenda at subnational, national, and
international levels. Drawing on contributions from leading academics across the world, this Handbook is split into five distinct parts. Part one sets public policy agenda setting in its historical
context, devoting chapters to more in-depth studies of the main individual scholars and their works. Part two offers an extensive examination of the theoretical development, whilst part three
provides a comprehensive look at the various institutional dimensions. Part four reviews the literature on sub-national, national and international governance levels. Finally, part five offers
innovative coverage on agenda setting during crises.
Agenda Setting Jun 27 2022 The role of the news media in defining the important issues of the day, also known as the agenda-setting influence of mass communication, has received widespread
attention over the past 20 years. Since the publication of McCombs and Shaw's seminal empirical study, more than one hundred journal articles and monographs have appeared. This collection
exemplifies the major phases of research on agenda-setting: tests of the basic hypothesis, contingent conditions affecting the strength of this influence, the natural history of public issues, mass
media influence on public policy, and the role of external sources from the president to public relations staffs on the news agenda.
After Disaster Aug 06 2020 Examines how disasters like earthquakes, oil spills, and nuclear power plant accidents can act as focusing events "which cause both citizens and policymakers to pay
more attention to a public problem and often to press for solutions ... Explains how and why some public disasters change political agendas and, ultimately, public policies."--P. [4] of cover.
Agenda-Setting Aug 30 2022 What is the major social problem in the news today? Who made it so important? Social issues that are widely recognized on the media agenda often demand attention
on the public agenda, and in turn move quickly up the policy agenda, creating policy changes. Based on research of contemporary social issues that have hit the headlines - including the war on
drugs, drink-driving, the Exxon Valdez oil spillage, AIDS and the Ethiopian famine - this book provides important theoretical and practical insights into the agenda-setting process and its role in
effecting social change.
Agenda-Setting in the European Union May 27 2022 Why does the EU deal with some issues but not others? This is the central question of this book dedicated to agenda-setting processes in the
EU. Through a comparison of EU and US policy agendas and the analysis of four case studies in environmental and health policy, this book offers a new understanding of how policy issues come
onto the EU agenda.
The Surprising Science of Meetings Jan 29 2020 Preface -- Setting the meeting stage -- So many meetings and so much frustration -- Get rid of meetings? no, solve meetings through science -Evidence-based strategies for leaders -- The image in the mirror is likely wrong -- Meet for 48 minutes -- Agendas are a hollow crutch -- The bigger, the badder -- Don't get too comfortable in that
chair -- Deflate negative energy from the start -- No more talking! -- The folly of the remote call-in meeting -- Putting it all together -- Epilogue: trying to get ahead of the science' using science -Tool: meeting quality self-assessment -- Tool: sample engagement survey and 360 feedback questions on meetings -- Tool: good meeting facilitation checklist -- Tool: huddle implementation
checklist -- Tool: agenda template -- Tool: guide to taking good meeting minutes/notes -- Tool: expectations assessment -- Acknowledgments -- References -- Index
Explaining Local Policy Agendas Apr 01 2020 References -- Chapter 6: Local Elections, Local Actors, and the Local Policy Agenda -- Stability and Change in Policy Agendas -- Three Drivers of
Policy Agenda Change -- How to Evaluate the Five Hypotheses -- Elections, Majorities, Mayors, and City Managers in the Danish Municipalities -- Model Estimation -- Empirical Findings -Summary -- References -- Chapter 7: Toward an Explanatory Model of Local Policy Agendas -- Institutions -- Problems -- Elections -- Actors -- Putting It All Together -- A Responsive Local
Democracy -- Perspectives for a Future Research Agenda -- References -- Appendix A: List of Subtopics -- 1: Economy -- 2: Civil Rights, Minority Questions, and Personal Civil Rights -- 3: Health
Care Policy -- 4: Agriculture and Fishing -- 5: Labor Market Questions -- 6: Education -- 7: Environment -- 8: Energy Policy -- 9: Refugees and Immigrants -- 10: Traffic -- 12: Legal and Judicial

Policy -- 13: Social Policy -- 14: Urban and Housing Policy -- 15: Business Policy -- 16: Defense Policy -- 17: Research, Technology, and Communication -- 18: Foreign Trade -- 19: Foreign Policy
and Conditions in Other Countries -- 20: Local Government and State Administration -- 21: Public Land and Water -- 23: Culture -- Appendix B: Construction of 25 Major Topics for the Local
Policy Agenda -- Appendix C: Statistical Power and Assumptions of the Analyses in Study 2 in Chap. 3 -- Appendix D: Municipalities Selected for the Analyses of Committee Effects in Chap. 4 -Appendix E: Dataset on Local Actors Used in Chap. 6 -- Index.
Topics of Family Business Governance Aug 25 2019 This book focuses on the role of the board in family businesses and specifically on processes and topics of strategic importance. It comprises
all the relevant topics which need to be addressed on a regular basis such as strategy development, financial management, and leadership. The pros and cons of each issue are elaborated. This is one
of the few books which addresses family businesses from governance systems to the role of executives. The diverse set of examples carefully collected by the authors and an in-depth discussion on
the topics provide readers with valuable insights to broaden and enrich the effectiveness of governance.
Agenda Setting, the UN, and NGOs Jul 05 2020 In the mid-1990s, when the United Nations adopted positions affirming a woman's right to be free from bodily harm and to control her own
reproductive health, it was both a coup for the international women's rights movement and an instructive moment for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) seeking to influence UN decision
making. Prior to the UN General Assembly's 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Violence against Women and the 1994 decision by the UN's Conference on Population and
Development to vault women's reproductive rights and health to the forefront of its global population growth management program, there was little consensus among governments as to what
constituted violence against women and how much control a woman should have over reproduction. Jutta Joachim tells the story of how, in the years leading up to these decisions, women's
organizations got savvy—framing the issues strategically, seizing political opportunities in the international environment, and taking advantage of mobilizing structures—and overcame the cultural
opposition of many UN-member states to broadly define the two issues and ultimately cement women's rights as an international cause. Joachim's deft examination of the documents, proceedings,
and actions of the UN and women's advocacy NGOs—supplemented by interviews with key players from concerned parties, and her own participant-observation—reveals flaws in state-centered
international relations theories as applied to UN policy, details the tactics and methods that NGOs can employ in order to push rights issues onto the UN agenda, and offers insights into the factors
that affect NGO influence. In so doing, Agenda Setting, the UN, and NGOs departs from conventional international relations theory by drawing on social movement literature to illustrate how rights
groups can motivate change at the international level.
The Power of Information Networks Jul 29 2022 The news media have significant influence on the formation of public opinion. Called the agenda-setting role of the media, this influence occurs at
three levels. Focusing public attention on a select few issues or other topics at any moment is level one. Emphasizing specific attributes of those issues or topics is level two. The Power of
Information Networks: The Third Level of Agenda Setting introduces the newest perspective on this influence. While levels one and two are concerned with the salience of discrete individual
elements, the third level offers a more comprehensive and nuanced perspective to explain media effects in this evolving media landscape: the ability of the news media to determine how the public
associates the various elements in these media messages to create an integrated picture of public affairs. This is the first book to detail the theoretical foundations, methodological approaches, and
international empirical evidence for this new perspective. Cutting-edge communication analytics such as network analysis, Big Data and data visualization techniques are used to examine these
third-level effects. Diverse applications of the theory are documented in political communication, public relations, health communication, and social media research. The Power of Information
Networks will interest scholars, students and practitioners concerned with the media and their social and cultural effects.
Corporate Reputation and the News Media Jun 15 2021 This volume examines agenda-setting theory as it applies to the news mediaâe(tm)s influence on corporate reputation. It presents
interdisciplinary, international, and empirical investigations examining the relationship between corporate reputation and the news media throughout the world. Providing coverage of more than
twenty-five countries, contributors write about their local media and business communities, representing developed, emerging, and frontier markets âe" including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China,
Germany, Greece, Japan, Nigeria, Spain, and Turkey, among others. The chapters present primary and secondary research on various geo-political issues, the nature of the news media, the practice
of public relations, and the role of public relations agencies in each of the various countries. Each chapter is structured to consider two to three hypotheses in the country under discussion, including:
the impact of media visibility on organizational prominence, top-of-mind awareness and brand-name recognition the impact of media favorability on the publicâe(tm)s organizational images of these
firms how media coverage of specific public issues and news topics relates to the associations people form of specific firms. Contributors contextualize their findings in light of the geopolitical
environment of their home countries, the nature of their media systems, and the relationship between business and the news media within their countriesâe(tm) borders. Incorporating scholarship
from a broad range of disciplines, including advertising, strategic management, business, political communication, and sociology, this volume has much to offer scholars and students examining
business and the news media.
Beyond Agenda Setting Sep 06 2020 This volume describes the use of mass media and other communication channels by corporations, bureaucrats, politicians and consumer advocates to influence
the development and implementation of public policy in areas of science, technology and social service delivery. It provides answers to the critical question--who sets the media agenda, how, and for
what purposes. This book is the first to reveal the degree of inequality that exists between participants in any policy debate.
Making the News Sep 18 2021 Media attention can play a profound role in whether or not officials act on a policy issue, but how policy issues make the news in the first place has remained a
puzzle. Why do some issues go viral and then just as quickly fall off the radar? How is it that the media can sustain public interest for months in a complex story like negotiations over Obamacare
while ignoring other important issues in favor of stories on “balloon boy?” With Making the News, Amber Boydstun offers an eye-opening look at the explosive patterns of media attention that
determine which issues are brought before the public. At the heart of her argument is the observation that the media have two modes: an “alarm mode” for breaking stories and a “patrol mode” for

covering them in greater depth. While institutional incentives often initiate alarm mode around a story, they also propel news outlets into the watchdog-like patrol mode around its policy
implications until the next big news item breaks. What results from this pattern of fixation followed by rapid change is skewed coverage of policy issues, with a few receiving the majority of media
attention while others receive none at all. Boydstun documents this systemic explosiveness and skew through analysis of media coverage across policy issues, including in-depth looks at the waxing
and waning of coverage around two issues: capital punishment and the “war on terror.” Making the News shows how the seemingly unpredictable day-to-day decisions of the newsroom produce
distinct patterns of operation with implications—good and bad—for national politics.
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